Biases in ecological studies: utility of including within-area distribution of confounders.
This paper is centred on studies commonly known as ecological studies, where one seeks to estimate risks from data aggregated on a geographical basis. The aggregated nature of the data creates difficulties for interpreting, at an individual level, any ecological association found, difficulties which are generically referred to as 'the ecological bias or fallacy'. Here, we address an important component of this bias related to the problem of misspecification in ecological studies. We consider how aggregated level dose-response relationships are derived from integrating individual level ones over the group, and how their correct specification requires, in general, knowledge of the within-group joint distribution of the relevant risk factors, which is rarely available. We discuss in detail the common situation where data on the proportion of persons exposed in each area to several dichotomous risk factors are available. We show that ecological regression estimates of the relative risk for each factor will be improved by including in the regression, besides the linear terms, cross-product terms of the marginal prevalences. Results from a simulation study are discussed and an example concerning the geographical analysis of lung cancer mortality in France is presented.